THE
BENEFITS

What are the benefits of Public Sector organisations
using the facility?
There are a number of benefits to Public Sector
organisations utilising the facility, the first of which is
enabling seamless integration of data between public
services. The datacentre has a fully diverse connection
to the Public Services Network. This coupled with the
ability to talk locally between other public bodies within
the centre is provided in a secure and integrated way.
Secondly the unique collaboration between West
Yorkshire Police and Claritas Solutions is enabling
public
expenditure to be reinvested into public services.
There is a drive for government organisations to
consolidate resources to reduce the public facilities
overhead, and this facility represents an opportunity
for public bodies to embrace this.
Further to this you are safe in the knowledge that
the facility is publicly funded and does not require
the need of Private Sector investment to ensure the
continued operation of the datacentre, in an age where
Private Sector companies are leveraged in debt against
the return of their datacentre, this facility is operated
and owned by the public sector, in addition Claritas
Solutions are a privately held organisation, free of any
debt and bank borrowing, ensuring that access to your
mission critical sensitive applications will never be
compromised.

As a Private Sector company what are the benefits?
There are a multitude of benefits to a private sector
company using the datacentre, the centre conforms
to the highest levels of security as you would expect
with most datacentres. All of the staff in the datacentre
work to ISO27001 and are SC and NPP v3 cleared,
effectively the datacentre is of List-X status.
If you are a private sector organisation interacting
with the public sector you are able to offer your clients
and prospects the peace of mind that their data will
be hosted in an IL4 datacentre, which is backed by
the UK Government.
Other benefits...
This unique collaboration enables both the Public and
Private Sector to invest into organisations that
committed to future investment into the UK economy,
whether that be re-investment into public services
or investment into the UK technology sector growth,
ultimately all investment into this is for the good of
UK economy.
In summary…
· A Tier 3+ datacentre to IL4 security
· Publicly backed
· PSN connectivity
· Complete end to end service available
· Returning investment into the UK economy
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